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Revolabs Solo™ Universal
Wireless Adapter for Handheld
Microphones

Benefits include:
Natural Mobility

Plug in the Solo XLR Adapter to your handheld

microphones for wireless freedom during open

mic meetings, Q&A sessions, classrooms, etc. No

more duct taping wires to the floor to prevent

accidents.

Rechargeable & Long Battery Life

Eight hours of continuous use on a single charge.

The quick recharge capability will have you back

to nearly a full charge in less than a 1-hour lunch

break.

Light and Durable

At only 0.5 ounces, the Solo XLR adapter is

virtually unnoticeable on the handheld. Great

looking, but tough as nails, designed to withstand

drops and abuse.

Interference Free

Revolabs Solo products use digital spread

spectrum wireless technology that prevents RF

interference from degrading audio quality.

Security

Each Solo XLR Adapter uses state of the art digital

encryption (128 bit) for secure connections.

Unmatched Audio Performance
The XLR Adapter provides a robust and secure

wireless link to any dynamic handheld

microphone. Wideband audio (100-8000hz)

provides for exceptional voice reproduction for

sound reinforcement and many other applications.

The Solo XLR Adapter is compatible with all

Revolabs Solo™ Systems containing MaxFlexTM

technology, allowing up to 16 (24 in EU) devices to

operate in the same space. Combinations of

Wearables, TableTops and XLR Adapters can be

used interchangeably to optimize audio collection

for any application.

Applications:
 Financial/Education/Legal/Medical

 Audio augmentation for large rooms

 Conference centers

 Q&A sessions, Panel groups

 Town meetings
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Charging Requirement
 Solo Executive Charger

Base 5V DC, 2 Amps
(switching power supply
varies by country)

 Solo Desktop Base

Range
Up to 100’ (30 meters)
approx. (no obstructions)

Microphone Compatibility
Dynamic microphones with
XLR type connector
(i.e. Shure SM58 or equiv.)

Battery
Lithium Polymer, 8 hours
talk time approx.

Charge Time
2 hours approx.

Audio Bandwidth
100-6800 Hz

Encryption
128-bit

Size
• 0.9” (2.4 cm) x 0.8”
(1.95 cm) x 3.5” (8.89 cm)

Weight
0.05 lb (0.02 kg)

Shipping Weight
1.0 lbs (5.45 kg)

Environmental
Requirements
Temperature
40° to 105° F (5° to 40° C)
operating Humidity
20% to 85%

Warranty
• One year

1. Mute button - press to mute, un-mute and pair microphone
2. Rubber collar - durable and impact/strain protection
3. XLR connector - balanced audio for dynamic microphones
4. LED display - visual status for mute, un-mute, and pairing
5. Audio Out port - 2.5mm, unbalanced
6. Power/Charging Port - docks to all Solo charge stations
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